1. In the present paper we generalize two theorems [3] about directional derivative for the maximum functional. With the aid of directional derivatiye one constructs cones of decreasing directions and cones of admissible directions which are used in the theory of . When determining the maximum of a functional it is important to know the above-mentioned cones. The generalization proposed in our paper extends the class of functionals for which these cones can be constructed. The paper also gives an application of the generalized theorem on directional derivative in the 4 theory of functional equations developed in [1] .
2, We recall certain definitions and theorems to be used in the paper.
Let X, Y be'complete metric*spaces. Definition 1.
A point-to-set transformation Y F : X --2 is said to be semicontinuous from below at a point x Q £ X provided that for every sequence C X, x Q --x. Q and every y Q e F(x^) there exists a sequence {J n }CY such that y Q e. P(x Q ) and y fl -y 0 .
Definition 2.
A point-to-set transformation Y F s X -2 is said to be closed at a point x Q e X provided the following implication holds Definition 3.
A point-to-set transformation Y F i X-2 is said to be. uniformly compact in the neighbourhood of a point x Q e X if there exists a neighbourhood V(x Q ) of the point x" such that the closure U F(x) is a com-° xeV(x Q ) pact set in Y.
Definition

4.
A point-to-set transformation Y F:X -2 that is semicontinuous from below and closed at a point x Q e X is said to be continuous at x Q . Definition 5.
A point-to-set transformation Y F : X -2 is said to be semicontinuous from above at a point x Q e. X provided that for eveity open set U containing the sot F(X q ) there exists a neighbourhood V(x 0 ) of x Q such that x e. V(x ) implies P(x) c U. Y Theorem 1. If the transformation F:X -2 is continuous at a point x e X and uniformly compact in the 1 neighbourhood of x Q and if p s X*Y -R is continuous on ix"l x F(x ), then m(x) = max. p(x,y) is continuous at x . . o}. Since <f is continuous, R is closed, and the compactness of Y implies that R is uniformly compact in the neighbourhood of 0. We are going to show that R is semicontinuous from below at q = 0. To this aim we have to show that for every sequence { q fl } c[0,+oo), q Q -0 and any y o €R(0) = A there exists a sequence |y n ] C Y such that S.Kieltyka, W.Sobi^szek yfle.R(qn) and yn-yQ. Accordingly, let |qQJ satisfy the hypothesis above and yQe R(0) = A. Since 0 4 q1 é q2 implies that R(q.,) c R(q2), we see that y0 e R(q) for every q > 0. It suffices to take y = yQ for n = 1,2,... 
y). yeY
Recapitulating we can write the inequality min e(e , y) + max %'(0,y) < ^ max ®'(o,y) + max e(fi,y) yeY yeY(O) £ 6 yeR(q) ye* which holds for 0 6 t ^ £Q and q =«(£). Taking limit with £ -0 + we obtain the thesis, because Proof. Let aU) = P(x Q + £l), a(e) = P(x Q + £l), <p(e ,y) = p(x 0 + £l,y), § {¿) = m(x Q + £ 1). Then it is easy to see that our corollary follows directly from Theorem 7.
Observe that Corollary 1 is a generalization of Theorem 3. Namely, let Y = {l,2,...,n}, F(x) = Y for every x £ X, p(x,y) = = p i (x) (i = 1,...,n), F(x q ) = I. Condition (* *) is equivalent to the existence of the derivative p' i (x 0 ,l^ for i = 1,2,...,n.
We shall show that Corollary 1 generalizes Theorem 4 as well. Let X =>-C It is easy to see that the transformation F is not con- On the' other hand, in view of the thesis of Corollary 1 we have '31 for 1 > 0 m' (1,1) = max [3(1-y) 2 l] = ye{0,l} 0 for 1 < 0.
Hence for 1 < 0 we obtain a contradiction.
In turns out that in many cases the transformation that is not constant can be turn into a constant one by means of a suitable substitution. This fact allows us to extend the class of functionals to which Theorem 7 applies.
4. Now we are going to indicate some applications of Theorem 7. We consider the equation f(x) = max [g(y) + h(x-y) + f(ay+b(x-y);] » ye [0,x] where g(x) and h(x) are given functions continuous for x > 0, where g(0) = h(0) = 0, a and b are given numbers in the interval (0,1), and f(x) is an unknown function. Substituting y = tx we obtain the equation
We consider a sequence of successive approximations
If we assume that the functions g and h have derivatives ), then from Theoi derivatives at 0 and at 0, then from Theorem 7 it follows that (n=1,2,...) have
and generally for n ^ 2
Note that the hypotheses of Corollary 1 hold, in particular assumption (**) i.e. for every t e [o, 1] p n (0+£,f) -p (0,t) 0 lt m 5 P ' n (0,1;t o ) and n = 1,2,,.., t-t o where p n (x,t) ? g(tx> + h(x-tx)-+ f n _.j (atx+bx( 1-t)) for n > 2 and Pl (x,t) = g(tx) + h(x-tx).
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